Adult Gift A Book

And There Was Light : Abraham Lincoln and the American Stru…
by: Meacham, Jon
Pulitzer Prizewinning biographer and #1 New York Times bestselling author Jon Meacham chronicles the life of
Abraham Lincoln, charting howand whyhe confronted secession, threats to democracy, and the tragedy of
slavery to expand the possibilities of America. "In his captivating new book, Jon Meacham has given us the
Lincoln for our time."Henry Louis Gates, Jr. A president who governed a divided country has much to teach us
in a twentyfirstcentury moment of polarization and political crisis. Hated and hailed, excoriated and revered,
Abraham Lincoln was at the pinnacle of American power when implacable secessionists gave no quarter in a
clash of visions bound up with money, race, identity, and faith.
Publisher: Penguin Random House Audio Publishing Group
ISBN13: 9780593632864

Price: $ 66.00
Pages:

Form: CD
Pub. Date: October 2022

Big Dark Sky
by: Koontz, Dean
A group of strangers bound by terrifying synchronicity becomes humankind’s hope of survival in an exhilarating,
twistfilled novel. As a girl, Joanna Chase thrived on Rustling Willows Ranch in Montana until tragedy upended
her life. Now 34 and living in Santa Fe with only misty memories of the past, she begins to receive pleas  by
phone, through her TV, in her dreams: I am in a dark place, Jojo. Please come and help me. Heeding the
disturbing appeals, Joanna is compelled to return to Montana, and to a strange childhood companion she had
long forgotten. She isn’t the only one drawn to the Montana farmstead. People from all walks of life have
converged at the remote ranch. They are haunted, on the run, obsessed...
Publisher: Brilliance Publishing, Inc.
ISBN13: 9781713652205

Price: $ 52.99
Pages:

Form: CD
Pub. Date: July 2022

Boldly Go : Reflections on a Life of Awe and Wonder
by: Shatner, William
The beloved star of Star Trek , recent space traveler, and living legend William Shatner reflects on the
interconnectivity of all things, our fragile bond with nature, and the joy that comes from exploration in this
inspiring, revelatory, and exhilarating collection of essays. Long before Gene Roddenberry put him on a
starship to explore the galaxy, long before he actually did venture to space, William Shatner was gripped by his
own quest for knowledge and meaning. Though his eventful life has been nothing short of extraordinary,
Shatner is still never so thrilled as when he experiences something that inspires him to simply say, "Wow."
Within these affecting, entertaining, and informative essays...
Publisher: Simon & Schuster Audio
ISBN13: 9781797147567

Price: $ 46.99
Pages:

Form: CD
Pub. Date: October 2022

Boys from Biloxi : A Legal Thriller
by: Grisham, John
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER * Two families. One courtroom showdown. * John Grisham's most
gripping thriller yet. * "A legal literary legend."  USA Today John Grisham returns to Mississippi with the
riveting story of two sons of immigrant families who grow up as friends, but ultimately find themselves on
opposite sides of the law. Grisham's trademark twists and turns will keep you tearing through the pages until
the stunning conclusion. For most of the last hundred years, Biloxi was known for its beaches, resorts, and
seafood industry. But it had a darker side. It was also notorious for corruption and vice, everything from
gambling, prostitution, bootleg liquor, and drugs to contract killings.
Publisher: Penguin Random House Audio Publishing Group
ISBN13: 9780593607442

Christmas Memory
by: Evans, Richard Paul

Price: $ 60.00
Pages:

Form: CD
Pub. Date: October 2022
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The #1 New York Times bestselling King of Christmas Fiction is back this holiday season with another

gambling, prostitution, bootleg liquor, and drugs to contract killings.
Publisher: Penguin Random House Audio Publishing Group
ISBN13:
Adult
Gift A 9780593607442
Book

Price: $ 60.00
Pages:

Form: CD
Pub. Date: October 2022

Christmas Memory
by: Evans, Richard Paul
The #1 New York Times bestselling King of Christmas Fiction is back this holiday season with another
heartwarming and wintery tale of rediscovering faith and love. A comingofage holiday tale based on Richard
Paul Evans's own childhood that shows us how hope and acceptance can be found in the most unexpected of
places.

Publisher: Simon & Schuster Audio
ISBN13: 9781797144931

Price: $ 33.99
Pages:

Form: CD
Pub. Date: November 2022

Christmas Spirit : A Novel
by: Macomber, Debbie
Celebrate the true meaning of the holidays and the inclusive community spirit that binds us all. Peter Armstrong
and Hank Colfax are best friends, but their lives couldn’t be more different. Peter is a local pastor who is
dedicated to his community. He spends his time visiting the flock, attending meetings, and with the holiday
season approaching, preparing for the Christmas service and live nativity. As a bartender, Hank serves a much
different customer base at his familyowned tavern, including a handful of lonely regulars and the local biker
gang. When Peter scoffs that Hank has it easy compared to him, the two decide to switch jobs until Christmas
Eve. To their surprise, the responsibilities of both bartender and...
Publisher: Penguin Random House Audio Publishing Group
ISBN13: 9780593614129

Price: $ 41.00
Pages:

Form: CD
Pub. Date: October 2022

Clive Cussler the Sea Wolves
by: Du Brul, Jack
Isaac Bell #13, following SABOTEURS. Isaac Bell returns for another thrilling mission!

Publisher: Penguin Random House Audio Publishing Group
ISBN13: 9780593629857

Price: $ 60.00
Pages:

Form: CD
Pub. Date: November 2022

Death of a Traitor
by: Beaton, M.C.
Hamish Macbeth Mystery #35, following GREENEYED MONSTER. Kate Hibbert is all too eager to lend a
hand to her neighbours. Although she has been a resident of the sleepy village of Lochdubh for only a year, in
that time Kate has alienated one too many of its residents with her interfering  and not entirely wellintentioned
 ways. When Kate’s neighbour sees her lugging a heavy suitcase to the bus stop, he hopes that the prying
woman is gone for good. But two weeks later, Kate’s cousin arrives in town with the news that Kate has gone
missing. Hamish Macbeth is called in to investigate the disappearance, and soon he is befuddled by the
discovery of Kate’s body, her suitcase . . . and the sneaking suspicion that Kate was...
Publisher: Grand Central Publishing
ISBN13: 9781549116124

Price: $ 50.00
Pages:

Form: CD
Pub. Date: February 2023

Desperation in Death : An Eve Dallas Novel
by: Robb, J.D.
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In Death #55, following ABANDONED IN DEATH. New York, 2061: Girls are being abducted and trapped in a
living nightmare called the Pleasure Academy, where they are trained for a life of slavery and their souls are
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Price: $ 50.00
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Form: CD
Pub. Date: February 2023

Desperation in Death : An Eve Dallas Novel
by: Robb, J.D.
In Death #55, following ABANDONED IN DEATH. New York, 2061: Girls are being abducted and trapped in a
living nightmare called the Pleasure Academy, where they are trained for a life of slavery and their souls are
slowly but surely destroyed. Lt. Eve Dallas might not have ever found out about it if it weren’t for Mina and
Dorian, who hatched a desperate escape plan. Unfortunately, Mina was killed during the attempt—and now
Dorian is injured, terrified, and wandering the streets of New York. The victim’s expensive, elegant clothes and
beauty products convince Dallas that she was being groomed, literally and figuratively, for sex trafficking—and
that whoever is investing in this highoverhead operation expects windfall...
Publisher: Macmillan Audio
ISBN13: 9781250859242

Price: $ 52.99
Pages:

Form: CD
Pub. Date: September 2022

Dreamland : A Novel
by: Sparks, Nicholas
From the #1 NYT bestselling author of THE WISH comes a poignant love story about risking everything for a
dream  and whether it’s possible to leave the past behind. Colby Mills once felt destined for a musical career,
until tragedy grounded his aspirations. Now the head of a small family farm in North Carolina, he spontaneously
takes a gig playing at a bar in St. Pete’s Beach, Florida, seeking a rare break from his duties at home. But
when he meets Morgan Lee, his world is turned upsidedown, making him wonder if the responsibilities he has
shouldered need dictate his life forever. The daughter of affluent Chicago doctors, Morgan has graduated from
a prestigious college music program with the ambition to move to...
Publisher: Penguin Random House Audio Publishing Group
ISBN13: 9780593633229

Price: $ 54.00
Pages:

Form: CD
Pub. Date: September 2022

Encore in Death : An Eve Dallas Novel
by: Robb, J.D.
In Death (#56). It was a glittering event full of Alisters, hosted by Eliza Lane and Brant Fitzhugh, a celebrity
couple who’d conquered both Hollywood and Broadway. And now Eve Dallas has made her entrance  but not
as a guest. After raising a toast, Fitzhugh fell to the floor and died, with physical symptoms pointing to cyanide,
and the police have crashed the party. From all accounts, he wasn’t the kind of star who made enemies.
Everyone loved him  even his exwife. And since the champagne cocktail that killed him was originally intended
for Eliza, it’s possible she was the real target, with a recently fired assistant, a bitter rival, and an obsessed fan
in the picture. With so many attendees, staff, and servers...
Publisher: Macmillan Audio
ISBN13: 9781250878274

Price: $ 52.99
Pages:

Form: CD
Pub. Date: February 2023

Endless Summer : Stories
by: Hilderbrand, Elin
Elin Hilderbrand offers nine delectable stories  prequels, sequels, and "missing chapters" from her cherished
books  some of which have never been published, until now. Inside the collection, you'll find: Three years after
Mallory Blessing’s death (in 28 SUMMERS), her friends gather for another eventful Labor Day celebration on
Nantucket in “The Sixth Wedding.” The marriage at the heart of BEAUTIFUL DAY enters uncertain territory
when Margot Carmichael encourages her husband to reunite with his exgirlfriend in “The Surfing Lesson.” In
“The Tailgate” the weekend of a Harvard/Yale football game recharts the course of “MATCHMAKER” Dabney
Kimball’s first  and abiding  true love. And more…
Publisher: Little Brown & Company
ISBN13: 9781668609613

Price: $ 50.00
Pages:

Form: CD
Pub. Date: October 2022

Fairy Tale
by: King, Stephen
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Legendary storyteller Stephen King goes into the deepest well of his imagination in this spellbinding novel
about a 17yearold boy who inherits the keys to a parallel world where good and evil are at war, and the
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Fairy Tale
by: King, Stephen
Legendary storyteller Stephen King goes into the deepest well of his imagination in this spellbinding novel
about a 17yearold boy who inherits the keys to a parallel world where good and evil are at war, and the
stakes could not be higher  for that world or ours. Charlie Reade looks like a regular high school kid. But he
carries a heavy load. His mom was killed in a hitandrun accident when he was ten, and grief drove his dad to
drink. When Charlie is 17, he meets a dog named Radar and her aging master, Howard Bowditch, a recluse in
a big house at the top of a big hill, with a locked shed in the backyard. Sometimes strange sounds emerge from
it. Charlie starts doing jobs for Mr. Bowditch and loses his heart to Radar.
Publisher: Simon & Schuster Audio
ISBN13: 9781797145280

Price: $ 107.99
Pages:

Form: CD
Pub. Date: September 2022

How Not to Age : The Scientific Approach to Getting Healthier …
by: Greger, Michael
Uncover the evidencebased science to slowing the effects of aging, from the New York Times bestselling
author of the How Not to Die series When Dr. Michael Greger, founder of NutritionFacts.org, dove into the top
peerreviewed antiaging medical research, he realized that diet could regulate every one of the most promising
strategies for combating the effects of aging. We don't need Big Pharma to keep us feeling youngwe already
have the tools. In How Not to Age , the internationally renowned physician and nutritionist breaks down the
science of aging and chronic illness and explains how to help avoid the diseases most commonly encountered
in our journeys through life. Physicians have long treated aging as a malady...
Publisher: Macmillan Audio
ISBN13: 9781250866691

Price: $ 52.99
Pages:

Form: CD
Pub. Date: December 2023

How to Be Loving : As Your Heart Is Breaking Open and Our W…
by: LaPorte, Danielle
This is a counterculture call to gentlenessan unabridged audio from a contemporary and accessible sage.
What happens when you begin to identify as Love as the Soul beyond your personality constructs? What
changes when you see yourself, and others, through a Loving gaze? Everything. Love is universal, but how we
learn about it and express it is incredibly personal. Being Loving doesn't necessarily mean feeling more . It
means feeling everything with more Love . It's the ultimate inclusiveness . Because in the heart, it's ALL IN
your light and your shadowsand everyone else's . We do not need to focus on "fixing" ourselves. As we focus
on living from our heart centerfrom Loveanything that's not in alignment with...
Publisher: Sounds True, Incorporated
ISBN13: 9781683647607

Price: $ 46.99
Pages:

Form: CD
Pub. Date: November 2022

Mad Honey : A Novel
by: Picoult, Jodi
GOOD MORNING AMERICA BOOK CLUB PICK * A soulstirring novel about what we choose to keep from our
past and what we choose to leave behind, from the New York Times bestselling author of Wish You Were Here
and the bestselling author of She's Not There Olivia McAfee knows what it feels like to start over. Her picture
perfect lifeliving in Boston, married to a brilliant cardiothoracic surgeon, raising their beautiful son, Asherwas
upended when her husband revealed a darker side. She never imagined that she would end up back in her
sleepy New Hampshire hometown, living in the house she grew up in and taking over her father's beekeeping
business. Lily Campanello is familiar with doovers, too. When she and her mom relocate...
Publisher: Penguin Random House Audio Publishing Group
ISBN13: 9780593614099

Price: $ 60.00
Pages:

Form: CD
Pub. Date: October 2022

Nazi Conspiracy : The Secret Plot to Kill Roosevelt, Stalin, and …
by: Meltzer, Brad
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From the NYT bestselling authors comes the littleknown true story of a Nazi plot to kill FDR, Joseph Stalin,
and Winston Churchill at the height of WWII. In 1943, as the war against Nazi Germany raged abroad,
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Nazi Conspiracy : The Secret Plot to Kill Roosevelt, Stalin, and …
by: Meltzer, Brad
From the NYT bestselling authors comes the littleknown true story of a Nazi plot to kill FDR, Joseph Stalin,
and Winston Churchill at the height of WWII. In 1943, as the war against Nazi Germany raged abroad,
President Franklin Roosevelt had a critical goal: a facetoface sitdown with his allies Joseph Stalin and
Winston Churchill. This firstever meeting of the Big Three in Tehran, Iran, would decide some of the most
crucial strategic details of the war. Yet when the Nazis found out about the meeting, their own secret plan took
shape  an assassination plot that would’ve changed history. A true story filled with daring rescues, body
doubles, and political intrigue.
Publisher: Macmillan Audio
ISBN13: 9781250880826

Price: $ 52.99
Pages:

Form: CD
Pub. Date: January 2023

Our Missing Hearts : A Novel
by: Ng, Celeste
A deeply suspenseful and heartrending novel about the unbreakable love between a mother and child in a
society consumed by fear. 20yearold Bird Gardner lives a quiet existence with his loving but broken father.
Bird knows to not ask too many questions. For a decade, their lives have been governed by laws written to
preserve “American culture” in the wake of years of economic instability and violence. To keep the peace and
restore prosperity, the authorities are now allowed to relocate children of dissidents, especially those of Asian
origin, and libraries have been forced to remove books seen as unpatriotic  including the work of Bird’s mother,
Margaret, a Chinese American poet who left the family when he was...
Publisher: Penguin Random House Audio Publishing Group
ISBN13: 9780593629611

Price: $ 54.00
Pages:

Form: CD
Pub. Date: October 2022

Passenger
by: McCarthy, Cormac
The bestselling, Pulitzer Prizewinning author of THE ROAD returns with the first of a twovolume masterpiece:
PASSENGER is the story of a salvage diver, haunted by loss, afraid of the watery deep, pursued for a
conspiracy beyond his understanding, and longing for a death he cannot reconcile with God. 1980, PASS
CHRISTIAN, MISSISSIPPI: It is three in the morning when Bobby Western zips the jacket of his wet suit and
plunges from the Coast Guard tender into darkness. His dive light illuminates the sunken jet, nine bodies still
buckled in their seats, hair floating, eyes devoid of speculation. Missing from the crash site are the pilot’s flight
bag, the plane’s black box, and the tenth passenger.
Publisher: Penguin Random House Audio Publishing Group
ISBN13: 9780739368787

Price: $ 54.00
Pages:

Form: CD
Pub. Date: October 2022

Philosophy of Modern Song
by: Dylan, Bob
The Philosophy of Modern Song is Bob Dylan's first book of new writing since 2004's Chronicles: Volume One 
and since winning the Nobel Prize for Literature in 2016. The audio is narrated by an allstar lineup including
Bob Dylan, Jeff Bridges, Steve Buscemi, John Goodman, Oscar Isaac, Helen Mirren, Rita Moreno, Sissy
Spacek, Alfre Woodard, Jeffrey Wright, and Renée Zellweger! Dylan, who began working on the book in 2010,
offers his extraordinary insight into the nature of popular music. He writes over sixty essays focusing on songs
by other artists, spanning from Stephen Foster to Elvis Costello, and in between ranging from Hank Williams to
Nina Simone. He analyzes what he calls the trap of easy rhymes...
Publisher: Simon & Schuster Audio
ISBN13: 9781797129518

Price: $ 46.99
Pages:

Form: CD
Pub. Date: November 2022

Simply Lies
by: Baldacci, David
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On the heels of the runaway #1 New York Times bestseller The 6:20 Man comes the next blockbuster thriller
from the beloved author with 150 million copies sold worldwide.
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Pages:
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Form: CD
Pub. Date: November 2022

Simply Lies
by: Baldacci, David
On the heels of the runaway #1 New York Times bestseller The 6:20 Man comes the next blockbuster thriller
from the beloved author with 150 million copies sold worldwide.

Publisher: Grand Central Publishing
ISBN13: 9781549151989

Price: $ 50.00
Pages:

Form: CD
Pub. Date: April 2023

Starry Messenger : Cosmic Perspectives on Civilization
by: Tyson, Neil deGrasse
Bringing his cosmic perspective to civilization on Earth, Neil deGrasse Tyson shines new light on the crucial
fault lines of our timewar, politics, religion, truth, beauty, gender, and racein a way that stimulates a deeper
sense of unity for us all. In a time when our political and cultural views feel more polarized than ever, Tyson
provides a muchneeded antidote to so much of what divides us, while making a passionate case for the twin
chariots of enlightenmenta cosmic perspective and the rationality of science. After thinking deeply about how
science sees the world and about Earth as a planet, the human brain has the capacity to reset and recalibrates
life's priorities, shaping the actions we might take in...
Publisher: Macmillan Audio
ISBN13: 9781250867766

Price: $ 39.99
Pages:

Form: CD
Pub. Date: September 2022

Things I Wish I Told My Mother : The Most Emotional MotherD…
by: Patterson, Susan
A mother and daughter unpack a lifetime's secrets while on vacation in Paris. Laurie Ormson is an artist, a
collector of experiences. She travels the world with a worn beige duffel bag. Laurie’s mother is the famous “Dr.
Liz.” An elegant perfectionist. She travels the world with a matched set of suitcases. When Laurie invites her
mother on a trip to Paris and Norway, she sees an unexpected sparkle in her mother’s eyes. So begins Things I
Wish I Told My Mother. You will wish this novel never ends. Authors Susan Patterson and Susan DiLallo were
inspired to write their moving novel by the shared experience of beloved mothers who lived into their nineties
then died in the same year.
Publisher: Little Brown & Company
ISBN13: 9781668616567

Price: $ 50.00
Pages:

Form: CD
Pub. Date: April 2023

Unnatural History : An Alex Delaware Novel
by: Kellerman, Jonathan
Alex Delaware #38, following CITY OF THE DEAD. LA is a city of stark contrast, the palaces of the affluent
coexisting uneasily with the hellholes of the mad and the needy. It is that shadow world and the violence it
breeds that draw brilliant psychologist Dr. Alex Delaware and Detective Milo Sturgis into an unsettling case of
altruism gone wrong. On a superficially lovely morning a woman shows up for work with her usual enthusiasm.
She’s the newly hired personal assistant to a handsome, wealthy photographer and is ready to greet her boss
with coffee and good cheer. Instead, she finds him slumped in bed, shot to death. The victim had recently
received rave media attention for his latest project: images of homeless people...
Publisher: Penguin Random House Audio Publishing Group
ISBN13: 9780593103456

Price: $ 60.00
Pages:

Form: CD
Pub. Date: February 2023

Walk the Blue Line : No Right, No LeftJust Cops Telling Their …
by: Patterson, James
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They risk their lives every day to protect and serve our homes, families and communities. Here are their most
dramatic true stories, in their own unforgettable words. These men and women are our eyes. Our ears. Our
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Walk the Blue Line : No Right, No LeftJust Cops Telling Their …
by: Patterson, James
They risk their lives every day to protect and serve our homes, families and communities. Here are their most
dramatic true stories, in their own unforgettable words. These men and women are our eyes. Our ears. Our
protectors.Those who wear a badge, doing their best to help people. These cops serve their communities.
They serve their country. They’re in the business of saving lives  even at the risk of their own. These patrol
officers and K9 handlers, sheriffs and detectives, reveal what it’s really like to wear the uniform, to carry the
weight of the responsibility they’ve been given. This is a calling. This is the job.
Publisher: Little Brown & Company
ISBN13: 9781668616581

Price: $ 50.00
Pages:

Form: CD
Pub. Date: February 2023

Where Are the Children Now?
by: Clark, Mary Higgins
Alafair Burke revisits Mary’s iconic first novel, WHERE ARE THE CHILDREN?, featuring the children of Nancy
Harmon, all grown up and again in peril. When we last saw Nancy Harmon, tragedy had struck her family as
she suffered through the heartbreak of her first marriage, the ghastly deaths of her two children, hostile media
coverage, and the harsh criminal charges against her. Nancy was forced to relocate across the country, change
her name and anything that could be used to identify her controversial past. Years later, after a fresh start on
idyllic Cape Cod, Nancy remarried and had two more children, but her worst nightmare resurfaced when they
disappeared as well.
Publisher: Simon & Schuster Audio
ISBN13: 9781797135083

Price: $ 46.99
Pages:

Form: CD
Pub. Date: April 2023

Wisdom of the Bullfrog : Leadership Made Simple (but Not Easy)
by: McRaven, William H.
From the acclaimed, #1 NYT bestselling author of MAKE YOUR BED  a short, inspirational book of advice and
leadership lessons that Admiral McRaven collected over his four decades as a Navy SEAL. The title “Bullfrog”
is given to the Navy SEAL who has served the longest on active duty. During four decades, Admiral McRaven
dealt with every conceivable leadership challenge, from commanding combat operations. WISDOM OF THE
BULLFROG draws on these and countless other experiences from Admiral McRaven’s incredible life, including
crisis situations, management debates, organizational transitions, and ethical dilemmas, to provide readers with
the most important leadership lessons he has learned over the course of his 40 years of...
Publisher: Grand Central Publishing
ISBN13: 9781549193040

Price: $ 44.00
Pages:

Form: CD
Pub. Date: April 2023

World of Curiosities : A Novel
by: Penny, Louise
Gamache #18, following MADNESS OF CROWDS. NO ANNOTATION AVAILABLE

Publisher: Macmillan Audio
ISBN13: 9781250887382

Price: $ 52.99
Pages:
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Form: CD
Pub. Date: November 2022

